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Outline

•  Brief intro to ESS - a high power proton linac 
– Talk will focus mainly on linac diagnostics 

•  Beam loss for protons vs H- 
•  High power hadron diagnostics challenges 

– Position, phase, current & loss  
•  Specific issues with high power protons (a 

opposed to H-) 
– Transverse & longitudinal profile/halo 



What is ESS?

•  ESS is a long pulse spallation neutron source based 
a 5MW superconducting proton linac. 
– Will be built in Lund, Sweden. 
– Partnership of 17 (and counting) European 

countries  
–  “Neutrons before the decade is out” 

•  Besides becoming the worlds most powerful neutron 
source, it also aims to be the worlds first sustainable 
(large scale) research facility. 
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(Updated from Neutron Scattering, K. Skold and D. L. Price, eds., Academic Press, 1986)  
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ESS Beam Parameters

Average Beam Power 
 5 MW 

 
Beam Pulse Current:  

 50 mA (60mA from source) 
 
Pulse length: 

 2.86 ms 
 
Bunch repetition rate:  

 352 MHz 
 
Bunch charge:  

 140 pC 
 
Bunch length (r.m.s.):  

 10-40 ps 
 
Beam size (r.m.s.):  

 1-3 mm 



SNS Proton vs H- losses
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SNS Losses vs beam current
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General high power hadron issues
•  Beam loss 

– beam can do significant damage, so 
•  fast response (~ few us) needed 
• blind spots must be avoided 

•  Beam Current 
– Differential current may need to trigger abort 

•  Beam position 
– Large excursions may need to trigger abort 

•  Beam phase 
– Non-relativistic beam, need to measure time-

of-arrival for cavity phasing (linacs) 
8 



Specific High Power Proton Issues

•  Due to high power, non-invasive or minimally 
invasive diagnostics needed. 
– Since no electrons to remove, laser (photo-

detachment) based diagnostics not an option. 
– Difficult to measure beam dimensions 

• Transverse profile 
• Longitudinal profile 

•  Some diagnostics may not be able to take full 
beam 
– Special short diagnostics pulse (~100us) 

9 



Wire Scanners

10 

•  Minimally invasive -> 
very thin wires. 

•  Wires down to 7 microns 
(carbon) 

•  Thermionic emission 
limits useful temperature 
range 



Wire Damage

•  Wire may break, and need to be replaced 
•  Concerns about use of wire scanners close to SC 

cavities due to possible contamination from wire 
fragments. 

•  Tests at GANIL showed no effect of sublimating 
wires close to SC cavities, except from carbon (bad) 
– Spiral2 will use wire scanners in SC linac. 
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IPM

•  Collects rest gas ions (or electrons) 
ionized by the beam. 

•  In the case of ions, space charge 
may be an issue. 

•  For electrons, need B-field. 
•  Microchannel plates age, and need 

to be replaced (break vacuum) 

keV [1]. The lifetime of the excited states was determined
using a circulating∼ 5 ns long bunch at 25 GeV energy and
observing the decay time using a photo-multiplier. The re-
sult of τ = 58.0(3) ns coincides with the determination
for 100 keV. The absolute photon yield in the optical wave-
length range coincide with the calculated electronic stop-
ping power as a function of kinetic energy (Bethe-Bloch
formula) and is equivalent to the ion’s energy loss of about
3.6 keV in N2. Tests with other gases did not result in a
larger photon yield.
A BIF monitor was successfully installed at the CERN-
SPS [7]. For a pressure bump of N2 in the order of 10−7

mbar profiles within 20 ms integration time, corresponding
to about 900 turns, were recorded with sufficient statistical
accuracy. A comparison with the standard flying wire scan-
ner method is shown in Fig. 4, proving the applicability of
this method also at high energy synchrotrons.

Example for BIF at ion sources
Behind proton sources, where the protons are only ac-
celerated by the ∼ 100 kV potential of the ion source plat-
form these types of measurement are performed in several
labs, e.g. [8]. The light yield is large and a long integration
time enables careful investigations concerning possible sig-
nal broadening processes. A comparison of different gases
shows a good correspondence, as displayed in Fig. 5. Tak-
ing the different excited levels and lifetimes into account,
this result is not evident.
A broadening, in particular at the beam edges was re-
ported [8], therefore the wavelength spectra with vary-
ing angles with respect to the beam axis were measured.
Due to the angle-dependent Doppler-shift, the fluorescence
originating from the residual gas (nearly at rest) and light
emitted by the beam particles can be discriminated. The
Balmer lines, emitted by the beam protons via recombina-
tion p+e− → H∗

→ H0+γ or charge-exchangecollisions
(like p + N2 → H∗ + N+

2 → H0 + γ + N+
2 ) was de-

tected, as well as lines from neutral and charged hydrogen
molecules (H2, H+

2 , H+
3 ). It can be concluded that the ap-

plicability of the BIF method has to be carefully checked to
prevent misinterpretation due to the complex processes and
large residual gas densities close to an ion source. Proba-

Figure 5: The measured beam profile for different gases
determined at the SILHI facility [8].

Figure 6: Schematic sketch of an IPM.

bly, this problem does not appear after acceleration by a
LINAC due to a single composition of beam ions and the
decreasing cross section for electron capture processes at
energies above a few 100 keV [9]. But for all cases the
residual gas density should be low enough to prevent for
second order excitation of the gas molecules via electron
excitation like N2 + e− → N∗

2 + e− → N2 + γ + e− [1].
As a rough criterion the mean free path of electrons should
be much larger than the beam size, which is only valid for
a pressure below p < 10−3 mbar.

IONIZATION PROFILE MONITOR
In most synchrotrons and storage rings the transverse
profile of the circulating beam is monitored by detecting
the ionization products from the collision of the ions with
the residual gas (mainly H2). Inside the vacuum tube bi-
ased electrodes produce an electric field of typically 10 to
50 V/mm to accelerate the secondary electrons or ions to-
ward an MCP, as shown schematically in Fig. 6. In the de-
tection volume below the MCP a large electric field homo-
geneity is required (typically better than 1 %) to guide the
residual gas ions on a straight trajectory toward the MCP
resulting in an undistorted beam image. Most IPMs are
equipped with a double MCP to yield a ∼ 106-fold elec-
tron multiplication for a single particle detection scheme.
As stated in the BIF description the spatial resolution is
about a factor 3 worse compared to a single MCP. Two dif-
ferent anode readout technologies for the amplified signal
are commonly in use:
• Phosphor screen: The electrons create light spots on
a phosphor screen behind the MCP, which are mon-
itored by a CCD camera, as shown schematically in
Fig. 6. A high spatial resolution can be achieved with
this readout method, only limited by the ∼ 50 µm
granularity of the double MCP channel size. There-
fore this method is preferred in cooler rings. A typi-
cal time resolution is in the order of 10 ms, given by
the frame rate of the CCD camera. For a turn-by-turn
readout on a µs time scale the CCD camera is too slow.
A multi-anode photomultiplier [10] or a photo-diode

EU contract number RII3CT-2003-506395 CARE Conf-05-027-HIPPI
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Gas Fluorescence

•  Measures light emitted 
by atoms/molecules 
excited by the beam. 

•  Cross sections much 
lower than for ionization  

•  Light emitted 
isotropically, collected in 
limited solid angle. 

•  Simple (viewport and 
camera) 

 

BEAM INDUCED FLUORESCENCE (BIF) MONITOR FOR TRANSVERSE
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Abstract
In the frame of the FAIR-project (Facility for Antipro-

ton and Ion Research) at GSI, high intensity beams from
protons to Uranium ions with energies ranging from 100
MeV/u to 30 GeV/u are foreseen [1]. Precise beam align-
ment in transport lines between the synchrotrons and in
front of production targets is mandatory. Since the beam
energy will be increased from todays 100 Joule to about
104 Joule per ion pulse, conventional intercepting beam
diagnostics can not be used. For transverse profile deter-
mination a non-intercepting Beam Induced Fluorescence
(BIF) monitor in residual nitrogen, using an image inten-
sified CCD camera was investigated. The photon yield and
background contribution were determined for different ion
species, beam energies and N2 pressures. The spectral re-
sponse was mapped and associated with the N2 transitions
using narrowband interference filters. Profile distortions
were quantified. Additionally, the appropriate layout for
different diagnostic tasks is discussed.

THE BIF METHOD
As an alternative to the traditional SEM-Grids, the trans-

verse beam profile in transport lines could be determined
by observation of single fluorescence photons emitted by
residual gas molecules. The related device is called Beam
Induced Fluorescence (BIF) Monitor [2] as schematically
shown in Fig. 1. When the beam collides with the resid-
ual gas molecules, some molecules are ionized remaining
with a certain probability in an excited state. In a N2 domi-
nated residual gas composition, a strong fluorescence in the
blue wavelength range 390 nm < λ < 470 nm and a life-
time of about 60 ns is generated by a transition band to the

∗Work supported by EU, project FP6-CARE-HIPPI
† frank.becker@gsi.de
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Figure 1: Scheme of a BIF-Monitor.
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Figure 2: Image from a 1.5 µs long pulse of 2·109 Xe48+ at
200 MeV/u. The projected horizontal profile is compared
to SEM-Grid data. The BIF data were recorded at 1 · 10−3

mbar and averaged over 20 shots.

N+
2 electronic ground state (B2Σ+

u (v′) → X2Σ+
g (v′′)+γ,

for vibrational levels v) [3]. ’Single-photon counting’ was
performed using a commercial image intensifier (Company
Proxitronic), equipped with a double Micro-Channel Plate
(MCP) for up to 106-fold photo-electron amplification. The
light from the fast P46 phosphor screen with 300 ns decay
time is taper-coupled to a digital CCD camera with a fire
wire interface (Basler A311f). The device is mounted at a
distance of 20 cm from the beam axis. A UV-transmitting
quartz-lens with remote-controlled iris and focus and a fo-
cal length of 25 mm, leads to a resolution of 180 µm/pixel.
In front of the lens a filter wheel equipped with 10 nm nar-
row band interference filters was installed in order to record
spectral resolved beam profiles. The detailed description of
the detection setup can be found in [4, 5].

During the last years the BIF method was applied suc-
cessfully at the GSI heavy ion LINAC for various ion
species and energies between 5 and 11.4 MeV/u [4]. In
this paper its application for higher energies as extracted
from the heavy ion synchrotron SIS18 is described. Beside
the signal amplitude, the background contribution is of in-
terest, due to the rising neutron production [6]. In order to
cover the full range of aimed nitrogen pressures and beam
energies, two different experimental areas were used. One
is a LINAC-beamline for low energy (5 to 11.4 MeV/u) and
low pressure investigation (1 · 10−6 to 1 · 10−3 mbar). The
other location is a high energy beam transport line (HEBT)
behind SIS18. The BIF monitor was installed at a distance
of 2.1 m from the beam dump and the corresponding part
of the vacuum pipe was separated by 50 µm stainless steel
vacuum windows to admit gas-pressures up to 1 mbar. This
setup has been tested for Xe, Ta, U ions having energies be-
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Gas Jet

•  If rest gas pressure not sufficient, may use gas jet to 
increase local pressure. 

 
Figure 2: Schematic drawing of a reaction microscope. 

The implementation of the reaction microscope into 
one of the straight sections of a low-energy storage ring 
requires substantial design modifications. Although the 
preferred extraction direction for the recoil ions is along 
the symmetry axis of the reaction, which is the projectile 
direction in the case of ion-atom collisions, the reaction 
microscope will be oriented perpendicular to the incident 
beam. This geometry has several advantages in terms of 
the mechanical realisation of the spectrometer. In 
addition, an axial extraction would need moveable 
detectors, since the beam diameter can be as large as 80 
mm during injection in the ring. Since the storage time for 
highly charged ions will be in the order of only a few 
seconds, this would lead to a dramatic decrease of the 
beam time available for measurements. 

The transverse extraction requires, however, both 
electric and magnetic fields perpendicular to the beam, 
which have to be corrected. To optimize both the 
spectrometer and the correction elements needed to reach 
a stable orbit, simulations were performed using the 
OPERA-3D code. A model of one quarter of the CSR ring 
including the reaction microscope is shown in figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: OPERA-3D model of the planned CSR in-ring 
reaction microscope. 

BEAM PROFILE MONITOR 
In both, the cryogenic storage ring (CSR) sketched in 

figure 1 and the ultra-low energy storage ring (USR) at 
the facility for low energy antiproton and ion research 
(FLAIR), the residual gas pressure sets an upper limit to 
accessible storage times. Therefore extremely high vacua 

in the range of 10-13 to 10-15 mbar have to be realized. 
Residual gas beam profile monitors cannot be used in 
these rings, since the expected count rates are much too 
low. One way to overcome this problem could be the use 
of the gas target of the reaction microscope to strongly 
increase the target density in a well-localized area. 

This requires a modification of the supersonic gas jet so 
that it can be shaped into a thin curtain with a variable 
thickness. By changing both, the shape and thickness of 
the target, the count rates can be varied over a wide range. 
Using a curtain shaped target crossing the beam at an 
angle of 45° with respect to the incident projectile beam, 
one detector would be sufficient to measure both, the 
horizontal and vertical beam profiles, simultaneously. 
Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing of such a beam 
profile monitor. A similar approach using a magnetically 
focused O2 gas curtain has been successfully used at KEK 
by the group of Hashimoto [5] for beams in the MeV 
range at much higher residual gas pressures.  
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Figure 4: Schematic drawing of the beam profile monitor. 

Given a typical cross section for an antiproton collision 
with e.g. argon in the order of 10-16 cm2 one can estimate 
the expected event rates resulting from the curtain target 
for such a beam profile monitor. The corresponding data 
for a cw antiproton beam with 106 particles circulating 
through a 50m ring at 20 keV energy is shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Expected count rates for a 20 keV antiproton beam. 
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E-beam scanner/Profilometer
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•  Scan probe beam (ions or 
electrons) perpendicular to main 
beam, measure displacement and 
differentiate to get profile 

•  Slow ions average over many 
bunches, while electrons probe 
instantaneuos beam current. 



Quadrupole Pick-up

r

θ

b

φ

Figure 1: Cross section of the beam pipe with the beam. The thick lines
show the cross-section of the stripline electrodes.

1 and 2. The stripline is terminated with its characteristic impedance Z0 at
both ports.

Since the width of the electrode consists of a fraction of the beam-pipe
circumference, the stripline will intercept only a part of the image current.
This fraction of current will travel across the upstream gap (fig. 2 a), which
gives rise to a voltage pulse. The magnitude of the pulse is equal to the
captured fraction of the image current times the characteristic impedance of
the stripline. Because of the same impedance from both sides, the voltage
pulse will split into two equal pulses, with one traveling through the upstream
port and the other traveling to the downstream termination.

The fraction of the image current traveling from the upstream to down-
stream gap encounters it at t=L/c, fig. 2 b. Here another pulse is created
by the bunch, which is equal to the upstream pulse but has the opposite po-
larity. This change in polarity is due to the fact that the electrical field lines
at the downstream gap start on the edge of the stripline and terminate on
the ground plane, whereas the electric field lines at the upstream gap start
at the ground plane and terminate on the edge of the stripline.

The pulse generated by the bunch at the downstream gap also splits
in two. The half-pulse that was created at the upstream gap and headed
downstream arrives at the downstream gap at the same time when the image
current is inducing the voltage pulse. Since the half-pulses heading towards
the downstream termination have opposite polarity, these pulses cancel each
other.

Voltage corresponding to the bunch offset: At first, let us compute

2

16 

A+B+C +D! I
A "C ! x I

B "D! y I

A"B+C "D! I(! x
2 "! y

2 + x2 " y2 )

•  Can be done with buttons, striplines, 
magnetic loops or cavities 

•  Very big difference between common mode 
and quadrupole mode signals 

•  Cavities and magnetic loops can be 
designed to suppress unwanted mode 
couplings 

•  Electrical offsets are important 



Halo Diagnostics
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•  Options for halo 
measurements 
include instrumented 
scrapers, vibrating 
wires, and high 
dynamic range wire 
scanners 
–  Interesting option is 

wire scanner with 
coincidence 
counting detector/
telescope 

LEDA WS, LANL 

Vibrating Wire, Bergoz 
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Target spot size
•  Need to measure beam 

spot on target 
•  SNS use CrAl2O3 coated 

target. 
–  Yield decreases 

approximately uniformly 
due to radiation effects, 
and stabilizes after some 
time. 

•  Fluorescence monitor (eg. 
Juelich) 

•  IPM (e.g. LiPAC) 
•  Wire temperature (e.g. PSI) 

W. Blokland, BIW10 



Bunch Shape Measurement

•  At low beta, field is 
not transverse, and 
wall current not 
longer reflect beam 
pulse 
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Feshenko Bunch Shape Monitor 

•  The Feschenko monitor 
(first Faraday cup award) 
make use of secondary 
electrons from a wire in 
the tail of the beam 
distribution. 
– Very fast (ps) process 

•  A high bias voltage 
accelerate the electrons 
towards a slit, and an RF 
deflector turns time-of-
arrival into position   

A. Feschenko, Bunch Shape Monitors using Low Energy Secondary Electrons, PAC’92 
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GSI (Forck) Variant

•  The GSI variant 
uses ionization 
electrons instead of 
secondary electrons 
– no wire! 

•  Unresolved issues 
with background 

•  Space charge 
sensitive, since 
uniform electric 
field. 

beamE!field box

HV!electrode

energy analyzer

aperture 3

aperture 2

aperture 1

Figure 2: Photo of the electric field box and the energy
analyzer. The parts are mounted on a rectangular flange
of 340 × 400 mm2, which can be mounted to a vacuum
chamber. The opening for the beam is 70× 70 mm2.

with the LINAC rf. Two types of rf-deflectors are avail-
able, one running at the base-frequency of 36 MHz for the
measurement of long bunches and one for short bunches at
the third harmonics at 108 MHz. The deflectors are built
as 800 mm long parallel-wire λ/4-resonators [2] having
a quality factor of Q0 = 290 and Q0 = 370 for the 36
and 108 MHz device, respectively. The 108 MHz type has
straight parallel-wires, while spiraled wires are used for the
36 MHz device. The maximum rf-power fed into the res-
onator is 100 W and 50 W for the 36 MHz and 108 MHz,
respectively. A 6 ms pulse length for the rf-power is suf-
ficiently longer than the maximum macro beam pulse. Af-
ter this transverse deflection of maximum αmax = 30 and
a flight path of 670 mm the single electrons are detected
by a Ø 70 mm Chevron MCP (Hamamatsu F2226-24P)
equipped with a P20 phosphor screen. The light spots are
read out with a 12 bit digital CCD camera (PCO SensiCam)
having a 480× 640 pixel VGA-resolution and a fiber optic
link for digital data communication.

BEAM-BASED MEASUREMENTS

Systematic test measurements at a target location were
performed at 11.4 MeV/u for several ion beams. Without
applying rf-power to the deflector the optics of the energy
analyzer was checked. The parallel wires of the rf-deflector
can be biased with maximal Ulens = −7 kV acting as a
electro-static einzel-lens [1]. As shown in Fig. 3 the elec-
tron beam can be focused on the MCP and a spot size
of 1 mm can be reached corresponding to about 6 pixels.

MCP image

Figure 3: Determination of the monitor resolution by vari-
ation of the electro-static lens voltage without applying rf
to the deflector for the nominal aperture setting of ±0.25
mm for aperture 1 and 2 and±0.5 mm for aperture 3.

This coincides with the optical calculations for the nomi-
nal aperture settings of the energy analyzer. Due to the 70
mm active diameter of the MCP this width contributes by
only a few % to the monitor resolution; for the measure-
ments of Fig. 5 and 6 it corresponds to a time resolution of
about 50 ps. The beam spot size can be even reduced by a
smaller aperture opening, but than also the signal strength
decreases.

To illuminate the full MCP the rf-power of the rf-
deflector can be varied. Therefore, quite different bunch
lengths can be measured. A calibration of the bunch center
position at the MCP with respect to the rf-phase is required
to achieve an absolute time or phase scale. An example is
shown in Fig. 4 using an digital rf-phase shifter with∼ 0.30

accuracy. In addition, the plots proves the linearity of the
transverse deflection as long as the rf-phase difference be-
tween deflection voltage and the bunch stays within an in-
terval of ∼ 450. For large phase differences, the non-linear
behavior of the sine-wave starts to contribute.

A typical raw image of the bunch as recorded by the
CCD camera is shown in Fig. 5. The deflection with a
frequency of 108 MHz is displayed horizontally spanning
3.6 ns. The projection of the light intensity on this axis
gives the bunch shape. This measurement proves the gen-
eral functionality of this novel device, where short bunches
down to σ = 125 ps were monitored [4].

It is required to subtract a homogeneous distributed
background. This background is only present during beam
delivery and is not influenced by the aperture opening.
Presently, its origin is not well understood. It might be due

Figure 4: The central position of the bunch as a function of
the relative phase shift.
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MEASUREMENTS WITH A NOVEL NON-INTERCEPTING BUNCH
SHAPE MONITOR AT THE HIGH CURRENT GSI-LINAC∗

P. Forck, C. Dorn, Ges. für Schwerionenforschung GSI, Darmstadt, Germany, p.forck@gsi.de

Abstract

For bunch length determination in the range of 0.3 to 5
ns at the GSI heavy ion LINAC a novel, non-intercepting
device has been realized. It uses the time spectrum of
secondary electrons created by atomic collisions between
beam ions and residual gas molecules. These electrons
are accelerated by an electric field of 420 V/mm toward an
electro-static energy analyzer, which is used to restrict the
effective source region. Then the electrons are deflected by
an rf-resonator running in phase with the acceleration fre-
quency (36 or 108 MHz) to transform the time spectrum
into spatial separation. The detection is done with a Ø 70
mm multi-channel plate. The achieved time resolution is
about 50 ps, corresponding to 2 degree of 108 MHz phase.

MONITOR OVERVIEW

The determination of the longitudinal density distribu-
tion of a bunched beam is an important issue because
it is required for an optimal matching between different
LINAC-modules as well as for the comparison with nu-
merical calculations. At proton and ion LINACs the bunch
structure cannot be determined by capacitive pick-ups due
to the non-relativistic beam velocities (β < 20% at the
GSI-LINAC) causing a faster propagation of the electric
field of the bunches. At most LINACs the bunch structure
is determined by secondary electrons emitted from a wire
crossing the beam [1, 2]. The wire is biased with about
−10 kV to pull the secondary electrons toward a slit outside
the beam path. An rf-deflector follows, where the electrons
are modulated in transverse direction by an electric rf-field.
The deflection angle depends on their relative phases, i.e.
the device transforms the time information into a spatial
distribution.

For the high current beam operation at GSI with heavy
ions and currents up to 20 mA [3], the beam power is suf-
ficient to melt intersecting materials. The described prin-
ciple is adapted to a non-intersecting device by perform-
ing the time spectroscopy of secondary electrons created
by atomic collisions between beam ions and residual gas
molecules. The electrons are accelerated by a homoge-
neous electrical field formed by electrodes outside of the
beam pass, as usually used for Ionization Profile Monitors.
To restrict the source region for the secondary electrons,
an aperture system and an electro-static energy analyzer is
used. The time-to-spatial transformation is performed with
an rf-deflector developed at INR (Moscow) [2].

∗Partly funded by EU-FP6-CARE-HIPPI
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Figure 1: Schematic sketch of the bunch shape monitor.

MONITOR HARDWARE
The schematic layout of the monitor is displayed in

Fig. 1: At the detector location, the beam passes a static
electric field region generated by a 160×60 mm2 electrode
biased up to−30 kV. With the help of field forming strips, a
homogeneous field of 420 V/mm perpendicular to the beam
direction guides the secondary electrons toward a grounded
plate with a horizontal slit of 1.5 mm in beam direction, see
Fig. 2. To shorten the source length ∆z in beam direction
and the corresponding divergence of the secondary electron
beam, two apertures with a distance of 70 mm are used.
Their opening can be varied remotely between 0.1 and 2
mm by dc-motors. The second aperture serves as entrance
slit of a 900 cylindrical electro-static energy analyzer with
a bending radius of ρ0 = 30 mm. The nominal voltages are
±5.5 kV for the opposite cylinder segments. Two similar
devices are installed to place the electron detector perpen-
dicular to the beam pipe. A third aperture is located 10
mm downstream from the second cylinder edge to enable
a point-to-point focusing from the entrance- to the exit-slit
[5]. Using ±0.25 mm opening for aperture 1 and 2 as well
as±0.5 mm for aperture 3, the vertical source prolongation
is restricted to about ∆y = ±0.2 mm [4], which is compa-
rable to the wire thickness in the standard method [1].

After a drift of 90 mm the time information is transferred
into spatial distribution by the rf-deflector synchronized
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ANL (Ostroumov) Variant

•  The ANL variant uses 
x-rays, which are 
turned into electrons at 
a photocathode. 

•  Space charge not an 
issue 

•  Wire or gas target 
could be used. 

•  Needs further 
development 

BUNCH LENGTH DETECTOR BASED ON X-RAY PRODUCED 
PHOTOELECTRONS* 

P. N. Ostroumov#, A. Barcikowski, S. Kondrashev, J.A. Nolen, ANL, Argonne, IL 60439, U.S.A. 
A. Delannoy, GANIL, Caen, France

Abstract 
We have developed and tested an X-ray based Bunch 

Length Detector (X-BLD) for application in ion 
accelerators.  X-rays produced as a result of ion beam 
interactions with matter are used to generate 
photoelectrons. The photoelectrons are analyzed by an RF 
deflector synchronized with the master-oscillator, similar 
to the BLDs based on secondary electrons. The expected 
time resolution is several picoseconds. The proposed X-
BLD is particularly useful for the measurement of CW 
heavy-ion beams passing through a stripper foil or film in 
a high-power driver accelerator. The results of the X-BLD 
commissioning and beam bunch profile measurements at 
the ANL heavy-ion CW ATLAS accelerator are 
presented. 

INTRODUCTION 
One of very important beam parameters in accelerators 

to be measured is bunch time distribution or bunch length 
as it is most commonly referred. In proton and ion 
accelerators, the beam instrumentation for the 
measurements of beam parameters in the transverse 
planes, beam energy and phase centroids are well 
established while there are no devices to provide 
picoseconds-level measurements of bunch time structure. 
Bunch length measurements are especially important in 
high-intensity ion accelerators for appropriate accelerator 
tuning and preventing excessive beam losses.   

Currently, the bunch length measurements of proton, H-
minus and ion beams are most commonly performed 
using a Bunch Length Detector based on secondary 
electrons (SE-BLD) [1, 2]. The secondary electrons are 
produced as an interaction of the ion beam with a thin 
wire inserted into the beam. The time resolution of the 
SE-BLD is about 15 psec and limited by time delay of 
secondary electron production, non-uniform field for the 
electron acceleration, and energy and angle distributions 
of the electrons. Also, this detector requires a thin wire 
which can not withstand under high-intensity beam 
irradiation due to overheating. In this paper we propose an 
X-ray based Bunch Length Detector (X-BLD) with 
expected time resolution less than 5 psec.  

X-RAY BASED BUNCH LENGTH 
DETECTOR 

The general layout of proposed X-BLD is shown in Fig. 
1. The detector utilizes X-rays that are produced due to 
the interaction of ions with a stripper foil (or flowing 

liquid metal film) in heavy-ion linacs. A low-density 
pulsed gas target can be used as a source of X-rays in 
high-power linacs. Ion-atom collisions produce inner shell 
vacancies of both projectile ions and target atoms with 
subsequent emission of characteristic X-ray spectra [3, 4]. 

  

 
 

Fig. 1. General layout of the X-BLD.  
 
The decay time of K-shell vacancies are of the order of 

10-10/Z4, where Z is atomic number of projectile ion or 
target atom [4]. The decay time of K-shell vacancies are 
below 1 ps for all elements heavier than helium. The 
energies of characteristic K lines are, typically, in the 
range of 1–20 keV and their intensities are one-two orders 
of magnitude higher than the continuum [5].  

A CsI X-ray photocathode can be used to convert X-ray 
photons with energies in the range of 0.1–10 keV into low 
energy electrons with narrow energy dispersion (about 1.5 
eV) [6]. Time structures of both X-rays and 
photoelectrons are identical to the time structure of 
bunched ion, H-minus or proton beam with very high 
accuracy. A slit in the front of the photocathode (see Slit 1 
in Fig. 1) can be used to minimize the effect of ion beam 
and target size on the time resolution. The time 
distribution of the ion, H-minus or proton bunch is 
coherently transformed into a spatial distribution of the 
photoelectrons through transverse modulation by the RF 
voltage as is done in SE-BLD [1, 2]. A transverse 
deflection angle of the electrons depends on the phase of 
deflecting field. The intensity of the electron beam 
downstream of the slit 2 (see Fig. 1) can be measured by a 
Secondary Electron Multiplier (SEM).  This intensity is a 
function of the phase of the RF deflector field and 
equivalent to the bunch time profile. Total ion beam 
longitudinal charge distribution is obtained by changing 
the phase of the RF deflecting field. Transverse deflection 
and registration principle are similar to those used in a 
SE-BLD [1, 2].  

Electron 
detector 

___________________________________________  

*This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office 
of Nuclear Physics, under Contract No. DE-AC02-06CH11357. 
#ostroumov@anl.gov 
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Heavy-ion accelerators usually require a stripping foil. 
X-rays generated by ion beams at stripping foil can be 
utilized for the bunch length measurements. In this case, 
the measurements are completely non-destructive. Similar 
approach can be used to measure bunch length at the 
location where H-minus is converted to protons. For 
proton beams and high power ion beams a pulsed gas jet 
[7] can be used as a target to generate characteristic X-ray 
spectra. Heavy gases, like xenon, are more preferable as 
they provide higher output of characteristic X-rays [4]. 
Pulsed gas jet with a nozzle opening of about 1 ms, 
typical diameter of about few mm and pressure of about 1 
Torr is suitable for this purpose. This technology is very 
well established and widely used in different applications. 
Energy loss of ion or proton beam can be kept below 
tolerable level by adjusting gas pressure. Another 
attractive approach for high power beams can be 
utilization of metal microparticles with a size in the range 
of 0.1 – 100 µm dropping across the beam. Such low-cost 
metal microparticles are commercially available. 

The proposed X-BLD has a number of significant 
advantages as compared to the SE-BLD:  

• X-BLD can be used for high power ion, H-minus 
and proton beams where SE-BLD is not applicable 
due to overheating or damage of the wire target. 

• The X-BLD does not require any additional space 
or targets along the beam line if stripping foil is 
used as a target. 

• Time resolution of the X-BLD is higher than time 
resolution of SE-BLD because  

a) X-ray generation is much faster process than 
secondary electron generation, 
b) energy dispersion of photoelectrons is about factor 
of 10 lower than the energy dispersion of secondary 
electrons. 

X-BLD TESTING AT ANL ATLAS 
FACILITY 

We have developed and built an X-BLD to conduct a 
proof-of-principle experiment at Argonne Tandem Linear 
Accelerating System (ATLAS). General view of the X-
BLD incorporated into ATLAS beam line downstream of 
the booster linac and X-BLD 3D model are presented in 
Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. Commercially available CsI 
photocathode [8] is sensitive in energy range of 0.1-10 
keV and is used to convert X-rays to photoelectrons. 
Thick water-cooled copper target was driven by 
compressed air cylinder between two positions: “in” and 
“out” of the beam. Ion beam hits target at 45º incident 
angle and X-rays are detected normally to the target 
surface. The RF deflector and dual MCP – phosphor 
screen is the same as used previously for the SE-BLD [9]. 
An electron beam image produced on phosphor screen 
was acquired by a CCD camera and sent to the control PC 
for analysis. The LabVIEW based software is used to 
control all power supplies and provide on-line data 
analysis.    

 

 
 
Fig. 2. General view of the X-BLD incorporated into the 
ATLAS beam line. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. 3D model of the X-BLD: 1 – target translator, 2 – 
Cu target, 3 – CsI photocathode, 4 – RF deflector, 5 – 
dual MCP – phosphor screen, 6 – CCD-camera. 
  

The CsI photocathode dimensions are 1×10 mm2. The 
photoelectrons are collimated to the width of 0.1 mm by 
the grounded slit downstream of the photocathode 
forming electron beam with initial dimensions of 0.1×10 
mm2. Fig. 4 shows the image of photoelectron beam on 
the phosphor screen obtained before the RF deflector is 
turned on. The RF deflector plates are isolated and biased 
to provide one-dimensional focusing of electrons onto the 
phosphor screen. The FWHM electron beam image width 
is ~0.4 mm as is seen from Fig. 4.  

The X-BLD has been used to measure bunch length of 
low-energy oxygen beam with intensities up to 0.5 eµA. 
Particularly, Fig. 5 shows a bunch length of 1.6 MeV/u 
oxygen beam. We have also measured bunch center of 9 
MeV/u oxygen beam as a function of the RF phase in the 
last accelerating resonator of the ATLAS booster. The X-
BLD is located ~4 m downstream of this cavity. Variation 
of the resonator RF phase results in a beam energy 
change. Consequently, the bunch center phase depends on 
the resonator phase as is plotted in Fig. 6. 

CCD 
camera MCP 

detector 
Target, 

photocathode 
& deflector 
chamber 
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Issues not covered

•  Synch light 
•  High-power faraday cups 
•  High power slit-grids 
•  Beam-in-gap diagnostics 
•  Electron cloud diagnostics 
•  … 
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Conclusions

•  ESS is a high power proton machine, which involves 
some particular challenges 

•  Recent SNS loss experiment may mean that some 
planned H- machines (e.g. Project X) may run 
protons at least part of the time. 

•  Particular challenges are transverse beam size and 
longitudinal bunch shape diagnostics. 

•  One of the oPAC fellows will work on this at ESS. 
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Thanks for your attention!

PS. We are hiring. http://www.esss.se/jobs 
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